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I. What is service design?

II. What does this have to do with 
user experience?

III. What does this have to do with 
libraries?

IV. What is a service blueprint?

V. Service blueprinting in action



I. What is service 
design?

Image credit: NN Group, Service Design 101

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/service-design-101/


II. What does this 
have to do with 
user experience? Based on what you’ve heard so far…

what do YOU think 

service design blueprints 

have to do with user experience?



III. What does this 
have to do with 
libraries?

From Yale Library’s Request to Delivery 

task force charge: 

“Review[ing] [the library’s] request‐to‐delivery 

workflows to identify possible areas for 

improvement… [and] making recommendations to 

improve the turnaround time and efficiency of 

request-to-delivery workflows for YUL collections that 

support the sciences.”



III. What does this 
have to do with 
libraries?

But… workflows ≠ services?



IV. What is a service 
blueprint?

● It is a detailed model of the steps in a 
service from start to finish *

● It is a communication tool and a path to 
shared vision

● It is a generator of team buy in

● It is an analysis of the critical points in a 
service

● It is an artifact that can and should be 
shared, edited, and discussed widely

* “Start” and “finish” are relative terms!



IV. What is a service 
blueprint?

Reasons to generate a service blueprint:

Improve an existing service. 
By understanding the original service in detail – it’s 
possible to identify pain points and eliminate or ameliorate 
them.

Design and plan a new service. 
A blueprint for a new service allows for the creation of 
service prototypes and testing before a service is launched 
to customers.

Understand an existing service. 
There are many services which have become so ingrained 
in organizational culture that they are no longer understood 
by anyone. Blueprints can reveal silos and areas of opacity 
in existing processes.



IV. What is a service 
blueprint?

Reasons to generate a service blueprint:

Understanding the actors in a service. 
When there are many actors (customers, suppliers, 
consultants, employees, teams, etc.) it can be very useful 
to have a blueprint to help manage the complexity of a 
situation.

Transitioning a high-touch service to a low-touch 
service or vice-versa. 
Broadening or narrowing the audience for a service 
requires careful consideration as to how that might be 
achieved. A blueprint can help guide the way for this.



V. Service blueprinting applications

Image credit: Bright Vessel, Customer Journey Map

https://www.brightvessel.com/customer-journey-map-2018/
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V. Service 
blueprinting 
applications
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https://www.nngroup.com/articles/service-design-101/


V. Service blueprinting applications

https://app.mural.co/t/yaleuniversitylibrary9547/m/yaleuniversitylibrary9547/1560526989091/69a77bf979ecb948c3d0446fcc5dd19148f528dc?wid=0-1573053016192
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